





















































































































































































































































































































































tant and difficult problem that how to change the traditional notion that peaceful living could only beguaranteed by owning a house, and convince people residential justice could be fulfilled through rent⁃ing a housing. In addition to increase of supply, equaling the rights of real property owners and ten⁃ants was quickly included into local governments’policy list, and becoming a crucial factor of foster⁃ing and improving housing rental market. However, striping off the magic cover of this policy charac⁃terized by public opinion through emotional broadcasting, we found it was highly uncertain to con⁃clude its content and degree, which urged us to disenchant, deconstruct and rebuild it.Keywords: giving the equal weight of buying and renting; equaling the rights of real property own⁃ers and tenants policy; the right to adequate housing
Foreign Commercial Ships Tax System in Ming DynastyChen Zhiping, Dai MeilingAbstract: During early Ming dynasty, maritime embargo was the major policy, and governmentdidn’t tax the foreign ships at all. After Chenghua and Hongzhi emperor, government tried to taxpart of the foreign tribute ships goods in proportion under Shibo office system. After Jiajing emperor,along with Age of Discovery of European, Ming court started to tax the commercial ships in propor⁃tion at Guangdong province. Fujian province started to tax commercial ships after Guangdong but notin an official way during Jiajing period. Under the ruling of Longqing and Wanli emperor, Ming courtestablished tax office in Yue Port of Fujian to tax the commercial ships officially. At the same time,Zhejiang province was bothered by the harassment of Japanese pirates then never get permit to estab⁃lish tax office during whole Ming dynasty. During Tianqi and Chongzhen period, Ming Empire wastroubled inside and outside, and the tax was controlled by Zhengzhilong maritime group until the endof Ming dynasty.Keywords: Ming dynasty; Shibo office; foreign commercial ships; tax in proportion
Alias Name as a Fashion: the Ethos of People in Ming Dynasty about ReputationsChen BaoliangAbstract: The phenomenon that alias name overwhelmedthe social life during the Ming dynasty isa noticeable but understudied issue for the social history of Ming. The popularity of taking aliasname manifests in its wide social applicability that, whether emperors or commoners, whether prosti⁃tutes or servants, whether monks or housewives, in a word, disregarding one’s social origin and sta⁃tus, all regarded taking an alias name as a fashion to emulate, to the extent of its inundation. Its fur⁃ther social implications and consequences grounded in the social dynamic of the heightened interac⁃tion among different walks of life, the porous boundary among traditionally defined hierarchical systemconsisted of intellectual-bureaucrats, peasants, artisans and merchants, and the enlargement of the so⁃cial group of the civil examination candidates all account for this phenomenon. It ended up with anage defined by high culture rather by martial strength, which in turns resulted in the formation ofMing’s elite culture.Keywords: Ming dynasty; alias name; chase for reputation; elite culture
On the Formation and Fake of QuanXue Shi by Emperor Zhenzong of SongLiao YinAbstract: QuanXue Shi singed by Emperor Zhenzon of Song was the most widespread and mostprofound affecting in the ancient Chinese Poetry advised to study. However, QuanXue Shi was not thework of Emperor Zhenzong of Song. In fact, QuanXue Shi should come from the lower scholars, andreflect the ideal of the lower literati. QuanXue Shi was not completed by a person of a one-timealone, but by many people of long period, which roughly formed a complete work in late Song or ear⁃ly Yuan. Because of the unique identity of Emperor Zhenzong of Song and his unique contribution tothe imperial examination system, Emperor Zhenzong of Song naturally became the best candidate ofthe author of this work by the collective creation of the many nameless scholars.KeyWords: Emperor Zhenzong of Song; QuanXue Shi; real or fake; layer by layer
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